This entire area was seeded with bluegrass and crabgrass. Left-hand side was sprayed with "Tupersan" the same day it was seeded. Note absence of crabgrass in treated area seven days after treating.

The same area twenty-one days after seeding and treating. "Tupersan" made the difference. Note crabgrass growth in the untreated area at right, and how "Tupersan" controlled crabgrass in treated area at left.

New Tupersan® is the only crabgrass killer which permits seeding and treating the same day (®SIDURON WEED KILLER)

Highly effective, new Du Pont "Tupersan" is a pre-emergence weed killer which controls crabgrass (smooth and hairy) and certain other annual weed grasses in turf areas such as golf course fairways, lawns, parks, roadways and turf grown for grass seed or sod production.

Highly selective, this unique crabgrass preventer can be used on newly seeded areas as well as on established turf.

To supply turf with long-feeding, slow-release nitrogen, use Du Pont Uramite® ureaform fertilizer...38% nitrogen that's free-flowing and highly resistant to leaching. New "Uramite" sprayable ureaform has all the advantages of granular "Uramite" and is easier to apply on closely-cut turf.

For more information on "Tupersan" and "Uramite" and Du Pont turf fungicides, see your local Du Pont supplier, or mail the coupon.

With any chemical, follow labeling instructions and warnings carefully.

Better Things for Better Living...through Chemistry